Entry level projector

PJ S2440
PJ X2440
PJ WX2440

All affordable. All connected.
Offering great connectivity options, this range of projectors form the bedrock of our comprehensive array
of devices. Low cost, yet offering great value for money, each option is affordable without compromising
on the quality of image or ease-of-use. There's no loss in colour quality between PC screen and what's
shown in projection and you can connect via HDMI or MHL with your smart device. And because they’re
compact and weigh only 2.6kg, their unique design and visual appeal complement their intuitive interface.
Affordable model options include the PJ S2440 (SVGA), PJ X2440 (XGA) & PJ WX2440 (WXGA)
Excellent connectivity with HDMI and MHL
Compact and lightweight, with unique and visually appealing design
Suitable for multi-room sites including corporate meeting rooms and classrooms
High-contrast colour and 5,000h lamp-life

Projectors with no strings attached.
Sublime design. Accessible to all.
Quick to set up and very easy-to-use, these projectors offer real
value for money without compromising on quality. Each model in
this range is uniquely designed for quick and easy projection and
suits any budget. Their innovative style integrates into any office or
classroom setting too.

Connectivity that captures your audience.
Offering a variety of connection methods you might not expect in
such affordable models, you get two HDMI ports with one
supporting MHL. With MHL you can mirror mobiles and tablets
directly to the projector. So you can use an array of different
devices to get your message across.

The quality and durability you need.
With a lamp-life that offers up to 5,000h of projection, the PJ
S2440, PJ X2440 & PJ WX2440 are reliable and there for you day
after day. Their high-contrast colour means you can create content
and presentations the way you want them, knowing they will
transmit without loss of quality to the screen.

The perfect set-up. Wherever you are.
Thanks to their considered design and ease of operation, you can
position any of these projectors almost anywhere. In fact, each
device is so suited for quick and easy projection, they’re perfect for
classrooms, meeting rooms and boardrooms – or for almost any
other projection need.

PJ S2440/PJ X2440/PJ WX2440
MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL
Interface (input):

Video: HDMI, Composite, HDMI/MHL
(PJ WX2440, PJ X2440), D-sub15
(Computer)
Audio: 3.5mm ST mini jack

Interface (output):

Audio: 3.5mm ST mini jack

Projection system:

Single chip DLP

Resolution:

SVGA (800x600) (PJ S2440)
PJ X5770: XGA (1024x768) (PJ
X2440)
PJ WX5770: WXGA (1,280x800) (PJ
WX2440)

Brightness:

3,000 lumen (PJ S2440)
3,000 lumen (PJ X2440)
3,100 lumen (PJ WX2440)

Contrast ratio:

2,200:1 (PJ S2440)
2,200:1 (PJ X2440)
2,000:1 (PJ WX2440)

High contrast ratio:

10,000:1

Projection screen size:

30" to 300"

Projection distance (from rear of
unit to projection surface):

119 to 1,311 cm (PJ S2440)
119 to 1,311 cm (PJ X2440)
101 to 1,111 cm (PJ WX2440)

Lamp life:

Standard: 5,000 hours
Eco mode: 6,000 hours

Light source:

Mercury Lamp

Zoom ratio:

1.1

Primary features:

Password protection

Built-in speaker:

2 W mono

Dimensions (W x D x H):

298 x 237 x 101 mm

Weight:

2.6 kg

Lens:

Built-in

Control:

RS-232C(PC-control)
USB type A (Firm update)

3D:

DLP link
Blu-ray 3D

Keystone:

+/- 40degree

ECOLOGY
Power consumption (max):

at 110 V: 262 W
at 220 V: 255 W

Operating temperature:

5°C - 40°C

Operating humidity (PJ S2440,
PJ WX2440, PJ X2440):
Noise level:

80%
Eco Mode: 31 dB

ACCESSORIES
Power cable, VGA cable, CD-ROM and manual, Remote control with
batteries, Lens cap

For availability of models, options and software, please consult your
local supplier.
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